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I. INTRODUCTION

The Netflix original series, Black Mirror, paints the grim picture of a not-too-distant future dominated by nefarious entities preying on the public through the titular black mirrors we all carry around in our pockets. Equal parts disjointedly surreal and horrifyingly familiar, Black Mirror features allegorical stories of the dangers of the use and abuse of technology. The episode, The Entire History of You, shows an alternate reality wherein every member of society is equipped with a device that records their every memory, leading the characters to obsess and degenerate over such memories. Meanwhile, the episode titled Nosedive, follows a protagonist obsessed with her rankings in a fictitious social media platform, and shows how this obsession drives her deeper and deeper into violent insanity. While the world of Black Mirror is fictitious, our own world is creeping ever closer to that dystopia.

Since revelations about the United States National Security Agency’s PRISM program broke in 2013, internet data security is back in the forefront of American attention. While concerns over privacy in the age of technology are by no means new, the omnipresence of smartphones, satellite positioning, and

---


4. Timothy B. Lee, Here’s Everything We Know About PRISM to Date, WASH. POST (June 12, 2013), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2013/06/12/heres-everything-we-know-about-prism-to-date/ [https://perma.cc/Q4C4-D5WP].

the ubiquity of companies (e.g., Google, Apple, Facebook) providing these services, the PRISM revelations have raised new and concerning questions over the privacy of all Americans. This public concern is only compounded by the fact that U.S. citizens are particularly vulnerable to data privacy incursions due to the fact that there is no specified governmental agency charged with protecting data privacy, as compared to the E.U.’s Data Protection Directive.

Indeed, such vulnerabilities have been exposed time and time again. In 2006, Netflix hosted a contest called the Netflix Prize. In the contest, Netflix released 100 million records of the supposedly completely anonymous ratings of movies, offering a $1 million prize for anyone who could use this anonymous data to improve Netflix’s movie recommendation algorithm. However, a mere two weeks after the data was published, researchers began reporting the startling ease with which an online attacker might be able to pair this data to specific individuals. Using this data, the researchers were able to identify at least two users to a statistical near-certainty, and were then able to see exactly what movies these individuals watched, shedding light on their views on politics (i.e., Fahrenheit 9/11), religion (i.e., Jesus of Nazareth), and other social issues (i.e., Queer as Folk). This breach of data security led to a class action suit and a separate investigation by the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) against Netflix.

Such cyber-security concerns were the elephant in the room during FTC v. AT&T Mobility LLC. In this suit, the FTC, the de facto federal agency for prosecuting invasions of internet privacy, brought suit against AT&T for unlawfully deceptive business practices of “data throttling.” Near the beginning of the smart phone boom in the mid-2000s, AT&T offered a deal for unlimited data usage in contrast to many of the usual usage contracts that had a set limit of data the customer could use before incurring overage charges. AT&T eventually changed its business model to eliminate this offering, but allowed current plan members to be “grandfathered into” it, allowing them to

---

9. Id.
10. Id. at 1721.
11. Id. at 1722.
14. FTC v. AT & T Mobility LLC, 835 F.3d 993, 995 (9th Cir. 2016).
15. Id.
keep their unlimited plan *ad infinitum*. However, many “unlimited” customers reported drastic decreases in mobile data speeds the more data they used. The FTC brought suit against AT&T alleging that its practice of data throttling these customers with supposed “unlimited” data constituted a deceptive business practice that the FTC is empowered to redress. While AT&T originally claimed that this data throttling was to protect its network from overstress at peak usage hours, the FTC debunked this claim based on data showing that the data throttling had no correlation with the overall data usage of AT&T’s network.

The FTC brought suit in the district court in California, and AT&T moved to dismiss, claiming it fell under the common carrier exception to the FTC’s regulatory powers. After the district court denied AT&T’s motion to dismiss, the cell provider got leave to appeal directly to the Ninth Circuit. The issue on appeal was whether or not AT&T qualified for an exception to the broad regulatory powers granted to the FTC in Section 5 of the FTC Act because it is a “common carrier.” The court noted the frustratingly vague definition (or lack thereof) of common carrier in the statute and therefore had to determine whether common carrier status was based on the activity being carried out or based on the overall activities of the company.

The FTC argued that the common carrier exception was based on the activity, and so AT&T would not be considered as such, as its mobile data service did not constitute a common-carrier activity. However, AT&T countered that the common carrier exception was based on the status of the company, and so if it operated a single common carrier activity, then the whole company should be classified as a common carrier. Thus the essential issue for
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The Commission is hereby empowered and directed to prevent persons, partnerships, or corporations, except banks, savings and loan institutions described in section 57a(f)(3) of this title, Federal credit unions described in section 57a(f)(4) of this title, common carriers subject to the Acts to regulate commerce, air carriers and foreign air carriers subject to part A of subtitle VII of title 49, and persons, partnerships, or corporations insofar as they are subject to the Packers and Stockyards Act, 1921, as amended, except as provided in section 406(b) of said Act, from using unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.
(citations omitted).
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26. *Id.* at 997.
the Ninth Circuit panel was to determine whether the designation of common carrier was based on the activity engaged in or based on the status of the company.

Because common carrier is not defined in the statute, the Ninth Circuit applied canons of construction and examined the legislative history of the FTC Act to determine whether the 1914 Congress intended the common carrier exemption to be based on status or activity. The court noted that the exception is surrounded in the statute by institutions like banks and credit unions that are status-based. The Ninth Circuit also observed that courts presume that Congress is aware of past judicial interpretations and practices, and assert that Congress would have been more explicit if it wished to change this interpretation of the common carrier exception.

The court also derived significant guidance from the Packers and Stockyards exemption in Section 5. The court noted that the Packers and Stockyards exemption exempts entities “insofar as they are subject to the Packers and Stockyards Act.” The court reasoned, therefore, that by withholding this “insofar as” language from the common carrier exception, the 1914 Congress signaled that the exception was status-based. Given these arguments, the court held the statute conveys a status-based definition of common carrier, and so it would be inappropriate for the courts to legislate around the statute. The court summarily reversed the lower court and remanded for dismissal. However, recently, the Ninth Circuit has granted the FTC’s motion for rehearing en banc, agreeing to hear the case in a one-page opinion.

This decision by the Ninth Circuit panel in FTC v. AT&T has established an unconscionable loophole for companies like AT&T, Apple, Google, and Facebook to avoid any regulation concerning their use of consumer data. Without FTC oversight, these companies, many of whom have already been disciplined for violating user privacy, will be beyond the regulatory powers of any government agency. This lack of supervision will beg for abuse. The FTC has long been the government agency responsible for regulating internet privacy, and by robbing it of this power, the Ninth Circuit has left a terrifying regulatory
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35. FTC v. AT&T Mobility LLC, 864 F.3d 995, 995 (9th Cir. 2017) (en banc).
gap that will be abused by companies that have shown time and time again their willingness to skirt the rules of data privacy.36

In this Note, I will argue that the Ninth Circuit sitting en banc should affirm the ruling of the district court, negating the decision of the appellate panel. Failing that, Congress must act to empower another federal agency to regulate the use of data by AT&T and other internet “superpowers,” such as Apple, Google, Verizon, and Facebook, who will be shielded from any meaningful regulatory oversight by the panel’s decision.

In Part II, I will trace the well-established rights and powers of the FTC in performing the duties of the federal government’s privacy watchdog. In Part III, I will make the case as to why it is imperative that the United States has strong regulation of internet privacy in light of the immense power wielded by entities like AT&T. In Part IV, I will discuss problems with the Ninth Circuit panel’s decision, and in Part V, I will provide solutions to the massive regulatory gap established by the Ninth Circuit’s decision if the decision stands and the Supreme Court does not take up the case.

II. THE FTC’S LONG-STANDING POSITION AS AN INTERNET PRIVACY REGULATOR

One of the main reasons that the decision in FTC v. AT&T concerns so many legal scholars is that it overturns over twenty years of the established practice of the FTC acting as the federal government’s privacy regulator. By stripping the FTC of this power, the Ninth Circuit has left these internet superpowers, who are the biggest aggregators of private and sensitive information, without anyone to hold them accountable.

Established by the FTC Act in 1914, the FTC was established with broad consumer protection powers at the height of the anti-trust regulation period in the early twentieth century.37 The powers granted to the FTC were expanded in the following years to combat new types of consumer abuse, culminating with the Wheeler-Lea Amendment of 1938.38 The Wheeler-Lea Amendment, pertinently, established the FTC’s powers described in Section 5, empowering the Commission to “prevent persons, partnerships, or corporations . . . from using unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.”39

However, as the digital economy began taking off in the late 1990s and early 2000s, the FTC began policing improper trade of private information, relying on

39. Id.
its powers in Section 5.\textsuperscript{40} Contrary to some critics’ suppositions, the FTC was not engaging in a “power grab,” but indeed was filling an exigent need within the executive branch.\textsuperscript{41} Congress explicitly ratified the FTC’s use of Section 5 in this manner by explicitly delegating privacy-related powers to the FTC through acts of Congress such as the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act and the CAN-SPAM Act of 2003.\textsuperscript{42}

To better equip itself for its emerging role as a privacy watchdog, the FTC has established a Division of Privacy and Identity Protection (“DPIP”) with the sole purpose of exercising the FTC’s privacy regulatory powers.\textsuperscript{43} DPIP employs forty-six full-time employees whose only job is to “focus on direct law enforcement and compliance” dealing with privacy and identity protection.\textsuperscript{44} Furthermore, the FTC has five full-time employees dedicated entirely to mobile privacy.\textsuperscript{45} This expansion shows not only that the FTC has been designated as the central federal privacy regulator, but also that such regulation is becoming more and more vital as American consumers trust companies with more and more private information.

Indeed, the FTC has put these privacy protection powers to use in recent years. The FTC filed suit against Google a number of times in the last few years for deceptive practices and irresponsible actions taken with consumers’ personal information.\textsuperscript{46} One of the most pertinent of these suits charged Google with

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{42} 15 U.S.C. § 6505 (2012) (“Except as otherwise provided, this chapter shall be enforced by the Commission under the Federal Trade Commission Act.” (citation omitted)); \textit{see also} 15 U.S.C. § 7706 (2012) (“[T]his chapter shall be enforced by the Commission as if the violation of this chapter were an unfair or deceptive act or practice proscribed under section . . . 15 U.S.C. 57a(a)(1)(B).”).
  \item \textsuperscript{44} Daniel J. Solove & Woodrow Hartzog, \textit{The FTC and the New Common Law of Privacy}, \textit{114 COLUM. L. REV.} 583, 601 (2014).
  \item \textsuperscript{45} \textit{Id.}
deceptive practices in misrepresenting its privacy policy to users of its (short-lived) social media platform, Buzz.47 In that case, Google deceived users by using consumers’ personal information even when the users opted-out of the service.48 Google eventually settled these charges, agreeing to a consent order that required Google to implement a comprehensive privacy program to protect the privacy of consumers’ information.49

Given the FTC’s unique role in law enforcement, its consent orders have come to be viewed as a type of common law for privacy law enforcement.50 In the vast majority of cases, privacy enforcement complaints get dropped or settled prior to judicial review.51 Once these suits are settled, the FTC hands down a consent order that contains a description of the improper behavior.52 These consent orders subsequently serve as a common law-esque collection of guidance for other companies wishing to avoid FTC investigation.53 In this manner, the FTC has developed a sizeable common law to which commercial entities can look for guidance, establishing itself as the proper agency to regulate internet privacy.

The FTC was granted broad regulatory powers to be a “back stop” to the many gaps inherent in the U.S.’s regulatory structure.54 By specializing and through specific grants of power from Congress in the area of internet data security, the FTC has become the de facto privacy regulator in the United States. The FTC must continue to be so, lest we risk massive gaps in regulation that will be exploited by highly motivated businesses and individuals.


48. Id.
49. Id.
50. Solove & Hartzog, supra note 44, at 607.
51. Id. at 610–11 (only 1 of the over 170 privacy related complaints charged by the FTC has drawn a judicial opinion).
52. Id. at 610.
53. Id.
54. See FTC v. Brown Shoe Co., 384 U.S. 316, 320–21 (1966) (“[T]he Commission has broad powers to declare trade practices unfair. This broad power of the Commission is particularly well established with regard to trade practices which conflict with the basic policies of the Sherman and Clayton Acts even though such practices may not actually violate these laws.”).
III. THE PERILS OF NON-REGULATION

By ruling that the common carrier exception is status-based, the Ninth Circuit panel has established a truck-sized loophole through which internet superpowers can avoid any federal oversight of their handling of consumers’ sensitive information. By the Ninth Circuit’s logic, if any superpowers offer or acquire any common carrier service, such as telecommunication services, then the entirety of their business is untouchable by any current regulatory force. Indeed, many of these internet superpowers might already be able to take advantage of such a loophole.

Internet superpowers have recently begun offering or acquiring telecommunication services that would likely confer common carrier activity status under judicial scrutiny. Google’s “Google Fiber” would likely be considered a common carrier service, and Verizon’s recent acquisitions of AOL and Yahoo would likewise absolve it of any oversight.55 Furthermore, it would seem that Facebook could be poised to acquire such common carrier services as part of its goal to “connect a billion additional people to the internet.”56 With such a massive loophole looming, these tech giants could very easily engage in covert surveillance of their customers. This begs the question: What is the worst that can happen?

As Americans increasingly spend their time online, one would think that they would be increasingly careful about privacy issues given the complex nature of computers and the internet. However, a recent Pew Research Center survey actually shows just the opposite.57 In a survey conducted in 2014, ninety-one percent of adults admit that we have lost control over how personal information is recorded and used by companies.58 Eighty percent of adults say that they are concerned about advertisers or businesses accessing information gained through social networking sites.59 Sixty-four percent say that the government should do more to regulate these companies.60 However, despite these sentiments, there has not been any large public outcry protesting these practices.

Meanwhile, businesses big and small have a massive interest in online data. The collection and sale of consumer data by businesses has grown to be a
multibillion-dollar industry, and indeed has been a cornerstone of Google and Facebook’s success. Companies routinely utilize such data sets to predict consumer behavior and ensnare new consumers using these predictions. This shows that there is a clear and cognizable incentive for these companies to maximize their use of consumer data to increase profits. One study on behavioral advertising concludes that this use of consumer data is so central to a modern digital economy “that a small number of companies have a window into most of our movements online.” And companies do not stop at merely gathering data on what their consumers buy. Social reading programs allow companies to track data concerning how users read web pages, tracking a reader’s behavior down to a specific page that holds the reader’s attention. Without a federal agency empowered to stop them, these companies will have even more incentive to skirt data privacy rules to get an edge over their competition.

In his article, The Dangers of Surveillance, Neil M. Richards contends that, “our society lacks an understanding of why (and when) government surveillance is harmful.” Part of the danger, Richards asserts, are the laws themselves. The only way that a citizen can challenge secret surveillance is when it is discovered; and even then, courts often dismiss claims for lack of standing because the harms produced are “too speculative.” Meanwhile, against the specter of terrorist attack, surveillance is often cast as a necessary evil to preempt even greater harm. Richards contends that this is because courts cast surveillance solely as a Fourth Amendment right, concerning crime prevention, as opposed to a legitimate infringement on First Amendment rights.

One of the biggest dangers of unfettered surveillance is the suppression of free thought and free speech, both fundamental rights enshrined in the First Amendment. Surveillance, and particularly an awareness of surveillance by


66. Id. at 1934.


68. Richards, supra note 65, at 1948. “The First Amendment protects public speech and the free exchange of ideas, while the Fourth Amendment protects citizens from unwanted intrusion into their personal lives and effects.” Id. at 1943 (quoting ACLU v. NSA, 493 F.3d 644 (6th Cir. 2007)).

69. Richards likens internet surveillance to the theory of the Panopticon, whereby a prison can be designed around a central guard tower so all inmates could be theoretically watched at all times.
the watched party, leads to chilling effects in speech and even thought. In the United States, this phenomenon has led to robust protections of the First Amendment by the Supreme Court. In a now classic dissent, Justice Holmes wrote that “the best test of truth is the power of the thought to get itself accepted in the competition of the market, and that truth is the only ground upon which their wishes safely can be carried out.” In Whitney v. California, Justice Brandeis captured the spirit of free thought when he wrote:

Those who won our independence believed that the final end of the state was to make men free to develop their faculties, and that in its government the deliberative forces should prevail over the arbitrary. They valued liberty both as an end and as a means. They believed liberty to be the secret of happiness and courage to be the secret of liberty. They believed that freedom to think as you will and to speak as you think are means indispensable to the discovery and spread of political truth.

Beyond the civil rights arguments against mass data gathering lies strong scientific evidence showing significant threats to the mental and physical health of those being watched. The scientific community has long known that surveillance leads to stress, fatigue, and anxiety. However, these negative effects are magnified by the negative effects of constrained thought. In a series of now classic social psychology experiments, psychologist Solomon Asch demonstrated the massive power surveillance has to force conformity, even when the majority is clearly in the wrong. Such research has upsetting implications in and of itself; however, when combined with superpower internet communication providers wielding unfettered surveillance powers, the ability to

Richards, supra note 65, at 1948. This theory is one of the fundamental themes used in George Orwell’s novel, 1984, (First Signet Classic 1977) (1949).

70. See, e.g., DAVID LYON, SURVEILLANCE STUDIES: AN OVERVIEW 115 (2007); Lilian Mitrou, The Impact of Communications Data Retention on Fundamental Rights and Democracy—the Case of the EU Data Retention Directive, in SURVEILLANCE AND DEMOCRACY 127, 129 (Kevin D. Haggerty & Minas Samatas eds., 2010); see also Graham Sewell & James R. Barker, Neither Good, Nor Bad, but Dangerous: Surveillance as an Ethical Paradox, in THE SURVEILLANCE STUDIES READER 354, 357 (Sean P. Hier & Joshua Greenberg eds., 2007).


72. 274 U.S. 357, 375 (1927).


74. Saul McLeod, Asch Experiment, SIMPLY PSYCHOLOGY (2008), http://www.simplypsychology.org/asch-conformity.html [https://perma.cc/XW5K-D8FH]. In this experiment, Asch invited subjects to participate in a “vision test,” wherein other people in the vision test, who were in on the experiment, intentionally gave wrong answers when asked. In these experiments, nearly seventy-five percent of subjects conformed to their peers’ incorrect answers. Id.
induce conformity begins looking disturbingly like a new episode of Black Mirror.

“If you have something that you don’t want anyone to know, maybe you shouldn’t be doing it in the first place.”75 This is not a quote from George Orwell’s 1984, but instead from former Google CEO, Eric Schmidt, in an interview with CNBC.76 Although this “nothing to hide, nothing to fear” argument has been debunked and disproven time and time again,77 it remains pervasive because Americans, by and large, have yet to grasp the importance of internet privacy.78 This same argument will prove to be fertile ground for abuse if there is no government agency to protect them.

Although not explicit in its opinion, the Ninth Circuit panel has turned a blind eye to the unrestricted and unregulated use of personally identifying information as a result of their decision. This abdication of the court’s inherent power to strike down unconstitutional laws is at best cowardly and at worst intentionally exposing the American public to mass surveillance like never before. Therefore, the Ninth Circuit sitting en banc should invalidate the panel’s decision and affirm the district court’s preservation of the FTC’s role as privacy regulator.

IV. WHY THE NINTH CIRCUIT GOT IT WRONG

In a scant ten pages in their August decision, the Ninth Circuit gave internet superpowers within their jurisdiction carte blanche with which to avoid any regulation of their handling of sensitive customer data. While the Ninth Circuit focused its analysis on principles of statutory interpretation of the FTC Act, it myopically turned a blind eye to broader concerns championed by the FTC’s complaint.

A. The Traditional Purpose of a Common Carrier

The only defense put forward by AT&T is the affirmative defense that it is outside of the FTC’s jurisdiction due to the common carrier exception in Section 75. Google CEO on Privacy (VIDEO): ‘If You Have Something You Don’t Want Anyone To Know, Maybe You Shouldn’t Be Doing It,’ HUFFINGTON POST (Mar. 18, 2010, 5:12 AM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2009/12/07/google-ceo-on-privacy-if_n_383105.html [https://perma.cc/LND9-VSC3].


77. See, e.g., Alex Abdo, You May Have ‘Nothing to Hide’ but You Still Have Something to Fear, ACLU (Aug. 2, 2013, 10:17 AM), https://www.aclu.org/blog/you-may-have-nothing-hide-you-still-have-something-fear [https://perma.cc/ZD9K-FEHD].

78. As pointed out by many scholars, this argument does nothing to justify its position, but instead asks the opposition to justify their position in the alternative.
5 of the FTC Act.\textsuperscript{79} While many areas of the common law provide for special rules for common carriers, it is unlikely, as suggested by AT&T and the Ninth Circuit panel, that the drafters of the 1914 FTC Act envisioned mobile service providers to be considered common carriers.

A long-standing feature of the common law, the common carrier doctrine holds at its heart the notion that some businesses are subject to different rules because they hold themselves out to the public for service.\textsuperscript{80} In modern law, common carriers are most often entities in the business of transporting people or cargo.\textsuperscript{81} According to the Restatement (Second) of Torts:

\begin{enumerate}
\item A common carrier is under a duty to its passengers to take reasonable action
\begin{enumerate}
\item to protect them against unreasonable risk of physical harm, and
\item to give them first aid after it knows or has reason to know that they are ill or injured, and to care for them until they can be cared for by others.\textsuperscript{82}
\end{enumerate}
\end{enumerate}

The purpose of establishing special rules for common carriers is to ensure that they are using proper care as befitting a business holding itself out for use by the public, and to avoid overburdening these entities to the point of discouragement of such vital public service.\textsuperscript{83} While it is apparent why special rules might be needed for railroads, shipping companies, airlines, and other companies who hold themselves out to transport physical property or people, it is less clear why AT&T and other internet superpowers are allowed to invoke this classification. Furthermore, the additional question arises as to why this classification should allow such superpowers to avoid protecting their customers from unreasonable harm, which is at the \textit{heart} of the common carrier doctrine.

By extending the common carrier exception to the entirety of companies that have some mobile data or telecommunication components, the Ninth Circuit panel defeats the purpose of a common carrier exception in general. In choosing to pursue a status-based definition of common carrier, the panel decision extends full protection to portions of companies that have nothing to do with common carrier activity. By way of analogy, such a rule is similar to absolving airlines for deceptively advertising low fares that do not exist; however, the federal government has taken in over twenty million dollars in three years in fines from such deceptive practices.\textsuperscript{84}

\begin{enumerate}
\item 13 C.J.S. Carriers § 2 (2018).
\item RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 314(A) (AM. LAW INST. 1965).
\item Beale, supra note 80, at 163.
\end{enumerate}
Furthermore, the Ninth Circuit’s ruling is in direct contravention of all previous understandings of common carriers as used in the Federal Communications Commission (“FCC”) and FTC Acts. In *FCC v. Midwest Video Corp.*, the Supreme Court explicitly stated that a cable system “may operate as a common carrier with respect to a portion of its service only.”Such rulings reflect earlier cases dealing with railroads who were not subject to common carrier protection when operating outside their common carrier duties. It is also important to note that the FTC Act, which gives the FCC supposedly interlocking and complimentary authority to that of the FTC over common carriers, also uses an activity-based definition of common carriers. The Telecommunications Act of 1996 states that a telecommunications carrier “shall be treated as a common carrier under this chapter only to the extent that it is engaged in providing telecommunications services.” This explicit activity-based definition is a Congressional signal to codify the pre-existing understanding of an activity-based definition of common carriers between the FTC and FCC.

It is also important to point to the multitudes of previous FTC enforcement actions that support the notion that the Section 5 common carrier exceptions are activity-based, without so much as a peep of dissent from the courts. In one of the very rare opinions issued in an FTC enforcement action, the Tenth Circuit supported broad regulatory powers for the FTC in its case against Accusearch Inc. The court found that Accusearch Inc. violated consumer privacy by selling its telephone records to third parties, holding “the [Federal Tort Claims Act (“FTCA”)] enables the FTC to take action against unfair practices that have not yet been contemplated by more specific laws.” Furthermore, the FTC’s enforcement actions resulting in consent agreements also point to the strong need for broad regulatory powers, especially against companies that might otherwise be considered common carriers, such as T-Mobile, Comcast, and AT&T. These enforcement actions would be disallowed by the Ninth Circuit’s

85. 440 U.S. 689, 700–01 n.9 (1979); see also McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Gen. Tel. Co. of Cal., 594 F.2d 720, 724 n.3 (1979) (“A carrier may be an interstate ‘common carrier’ . . . in some instances but not in others, depending on the nature of the activity which is subject to scrutiny.”).
88. Id.
89. Solove & Hartzog, supra note 44, at 610–11 (“The FTC has issued over 170 privacy-related complaints against companies. Yet virtually every complaint has either been dropped or settled. Only one case has yielded a judicial opinion—FTC v. Accusearch Inc.” (footnotes omitted)).
90. FTC v. Accusearch, Inc., 570 F.3d 1187, 1194 (10th Cir. 2009).
new rule, leaving millions of abused consumers without a remedy for their grievances.

Furthermore, a common carrier exception protects carriers from their own negligent wrongdoing, not their own knowingly deceptive practices. Comment E of the Restatement summarizes the duties of common carriers as one of “reasonable care under the circumstances.”92 Therefore, it should be clear that intentionally deceptive practices are unreasonable per se, and so are in contravention of the fundamental purpose of common carrier protections. In this case, AT&T’s deceptive practices are intentional actions taken that injure consumers whose private information warranted common carrier protections in the first place.93 This is completely antithetical to the purpose of the common carrier designation and cannot stand.

Therefore, the Ninth Circuit’s ruling goes against the long history of the common law outlining the rights and responsibilities of common carriers.

B. Privacy

The Ninth Circuit’s ruling not only turns a blind eye to the traditional role and interpretations that common carriers have played in the digital economy, but has also betrayed longstanding principles of privacy established in the United States. Even 125 years ago, legal scholars were advocating for stronger privacy rights, and the call to action from Justice Warren and Justice Brandeis in their classic article, The Right to Privacy, remains hauntingly relevant to the issues presented in this case.94 There, the (soon to be) Justices wrote, “[r]ecent inventions and business methods call attention to the next step which must be taken for the protection of the person, and for securing to the individual what Judge Cooley calls the right ‘to be let alone.’”95

---

93. FTC v. AT & T Mobility LLC, 835 F.3d 993, 995 (9th Cir. 2016).
95. Id. at 195 (citing T.M. COOLEY ON TORTS 29 (2d ed. 1891). Justice Warren and Justice Brandeis went on to say:

Instantaneous photographs and newspaper enterprise have invaded the sacred precincts of private and domestic life; and numerous mechanical devices threaten to make good the prediction that “what is whispered in the closet shall be proclaimed from the house-tops.” For years there has been a feeling that the law must afford some remedy for the unauthorized
Although the right to privacy is found in many areas of the law, a substantive right to privacy for a person’s own actions has been vigorously advocated since the end of the twentieth century and into the twenty-first century. One of the first Supreme Court cases to rely on such a substantive right to privacy was *Griswold v. Connecticut*, wherein the court held that the right to privacy protected a couple’s right to use of contraception.96 Since that decision in 1965, the Supreme Court has regularly been called upon to further define the scope and outline of this right to privacy of an individual’s personal decisions and information, generally holding that the more intimate the information, the greater the need for privacy.97

Recently, the Supreme Court has grappled with a narrower element of a citizen’s right to privacy in that citizen’s right to informational privacy. In the fairly recent case of *NASA v. Nelson*, the Supreme Court suggested that the storage and protection of personally identifying information was a matter of constitutional proportions.98 While the Court has not yet ruled establishing this right against private companies, the Court has referred generally to a constitutional privacy “interest in avoiding disclosure of personal matters.”99 It is upon this basis that the FTC has established its privacy watchdog role.

However, the panel’s decision has effectively stripped the FTC of this privacy watchdog role in direct contradiction of these Supreme Court rulings.100 The FTC has already brought an enforcement action against Facebook for abusing consumer privacy.101 These actions, in addition to the actions against Google discussed above, show that these internet superpowers have demonstrated a penchant for abusing consumer privacy.102

---

102. Press Release, Google Will Pay $22.5 Million to Settle FTC Charges It Misrepresented Privacy Assurances to Users of Apple’s Safari Internet Browser, *supra* note 46.
However, it is not just the internet superpowers that need FTC oversight, as large and small companies across the nation have succumbed to the temptation of improper data usage. Perhaps most troublingly, the FTC brought suit against the television provider VIZIO for secretly collecting viewing data from eleven million consumers through its Smart TVs. In this case, the FTC alleged that VIZIO’s Smart TVs collected “second-by-second information” on what was being displayed on the TV, from cable, streaming, and internet without any kind of privacy disclaimer. Meanwhile, in 2016, the FTC sued Practice Fusion, an internet-based health records company responsible for handling highly sensitive information for thousands of customers, for mishandling that private information.

Given the growing volume of the FTC’s privacy actions, it is clear that there is a need for strong privacy regulation in the United States, especially when viewed in light of other areas of the law where privacy is already compromised. However, in its ruling in FTC v. AT&T, the Ninth Circuit panel has given internet superpowers free reign to use personal information in whatever manner they see fit, in direct contrast to the constitutional interests in avoiding the disclosure of personal matters.

C. Regulation Gap

In a world of complex corporate structures, how will this status interpretation of common carrier apply to companies who engage in elements of common carrier activities? What is the threshold of activity to be granted the status of common carrier and thereby avoid FTC regulation? Because the United States insists on taking a piece-meal approach to data security, as opposed to the more holistic approach employed by the European Union, we are uniquely exposed to potential gaps in data security. Up to this point, the only safety net for such policy gaps has been the powers of the FTC, and without these, the American public is exposed.
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For obvious reasons, the FTC action against AT&T has attracted attention from scholars across the nation, many of whom have submitted amicus briefs on one side or another. One such brief, submitted by a collection of Data Privacy and Security Law Professors, points to many regulatory gaps that would result from allowing the panel’s decision to stand.108 This brief points out the limits of FCC regulation which AT&T argues is the intent of the common carrier exemption in the first place. However, the FCC’s ability to regulate companies like AT&T would be limited only to information gained “by virtue of its provision of a telecommunications service” as proscribed in the Telecommunications Act.109 The amici curiae further point out that these companies take in vast amounts of personal data from portions of their operations that would not be covered by the Telecommunications Act, such as their mobile data services, leaving regulation of such to “a largely unregulated ‘wild west,’ subject only to inadequate state law, enforced through class action suits and circumscribed regulatory authority.”110

The flip side of this rule is that while the FCC is empowered to regulate common carriers, it is not empowered to regulate an activity that does not provide telecommunications services. This would leave a regulatory gap for any deceptive advertising or content services, unable to be prosecuted by the FTC or the FCC.111 These concerns are only magnified by a brief of amicus curiae submitted in support of the FTC by the FCC itself.112 In this brief, the FCC argues forcefully that the panel’s ruling destroys the “cooperative and complementary” roles played by each agency in protecting consumers.113 The FCC points to the FCC-FTC Consumer Protection Memorandum of Understanding to argue that both agencies have long understood that the FTC has jurisdiction over non-common carrier services of entities that also engage in common carrier services typically overseen by the FCC.114

Perhaps the most telling amicus brief filed in support of the FTC, however, came from the last place anyone would expect: the internet superpowers themselves. In an amicus brief filed by Charter, Comcast, Cox, and Verizon,
these massive Internet Service Providers ("ISPs" and "ISP") admit at the outset that "[a]t first glance, amici’s position might seem surprising."115 However, the amici go on to argue that "the important regulatory goals that are at stake in this case cannot be achieved if the en banc Court accepts the panel’s interpretation."116 Charter, et al. argue that "[t]he panel’s decision undercuts" the regulatory need for consistency and expertise in enforcing consumer protection laws.117 These ISPs demonstrate admirable foresight in forecasting "a cacophony of regulatory burdens that will harm consumers and businesses alike" as a result of the panel’s decision.118

Furthermore, the panel’s conceptualization of a status-based interpretation of the common carrier exception calls into question precisely how many services an entity must provide until it can claim the status of a common carrier. The Ninth Circuit’s panel seemed cognizant of this problem in its opinion, saying common carrier status would not extend to the “acquisition of some minor [common carrier] division unrelated to the company’s core activities that generates a tiny fraction of its revenue.”119 Not only does this leave a vague standard that will trigger heavy litigation, but it ignores the economic realities of the companies affected. As discussed supra, internet superpowers like Verizon, Google, and Facebook have begun acquiring significant corporate players, contributing much more to the overall operations of the company, and therefore avoiding the panel’s concerns of adding only a tiny fraction to establish common carrier status.120

The Ninth Circuit’s decision also establishes a circuit split with decisions of the Second and D.C. Circuits. The Second Circuit fairly recently agreed with almost the exact same argument put forward by the FTC in this case in FTC v. Verity International, Ltd.,121 and the D.C. Circuit has long held that the term “common carrier” is activities-based.122 While it is proper for the circuits to assert different views on the law, the vulnerabilities exposed by this particular split warrant special consideration. Because most of the companies implicated in the Ninth Circuit’s decision are national in scope, this loophole could likewise be national in scope.

The regulation gap that results from the Ninth Circuit decision will not only leave consumers vulnerable to abuse by these internet superpowers, but will also disrupt the regulation of critical markets.
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In addition to these wider policy arguments against allowing AT&T (and similarly situated companies) to claim immunity for its deceptive practices as a common carrier, the Ninth Circuit’s opinion is flawed in and of itself. The opinion issued by the Ninth Circuit panel devotes the majority of its space to discussing the statutory interpretive rules followed by the Circuit in finding the common carrier exception as one concerning the “status” of the company, and not the activity that the company is conducting. However, the district court, in ruling against AT&T, relied on a number of Supreme Court decisions that held it is possible for companies to lose their protections as common carriers if they engaged in activity that is “outside the performance of its duty as a common carrier.”

In concluding that common carrier is an activity-based analysis and not a status-based one, the district court made a convincing case of its own statutory interpretation. The district court pointed to the meaning of common carrier as understood at the passing of the FTC Act in 1914 as one that includes the activity in question. The court also pointed to statements made by members of Congress in debating the bill that suggests that activity should be a part of the common carrier analysis. Furthermore, the court noted that the FTC’s interpretation of the Act was entitled to some deference per Skidmore v. Swift & Co. The Ninth Circuit disagreed with all of these points.

The panel cited to the established presumption that Congress is aware of prior judicial interpretations of issues being legislated to show that the bare terms of common carrier was an intentional exclusion of the activity-based interpretations found in earlier Supreme Court cases. However, by this same
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presumption, the proper interpretation of the FTC Act would be that Congress was aware of such activity-based qualifications for common carriers, and by not using explicit language to change this meaning, actually intended such interpretations to remain concerning common carriers in Section 5 of the FTC Act.

Given these glaring issues with the panel’s decision, the Ninth Circuit should invalidate it by agreeing with the district court’s interpretation that common carrier status is based on activity.

V. IF NOT THE FTC, THEN WHO?

Even if the courts decide that the common carrier exception established in Section 5 of the FTC Act does prevent the FTC from holding AT&T accountable for its deceptive practices, the legal arguments against such unaccountability still remain. This begs the question, if the FTC, the government agency which is widely considered to have the strongest regulatory powers in this area of commerce, is robbed of its powers, who will be able to rein in these technological superpowers and hold them accountable for bad behavior?

A. The FCC

As indicated by AT&T itself in its brief in support of its dismissal motion, the FCC seems to be the next logical agency to take on the mantle of regulation of large internet-oriented companies. The FCC’s privacy regulatory powers are derived from Section 22 of the Telecommunications Act, which gives the FCC power to regulate common carriers outside the reach of the current FTC jurisdiction.

Furthermore, in recent years, the FCC has been making strides to become a more powerful regulatory force concerning the internet. After adopting an order establishing basic net neutrality rules, which were upheld by the D.C. Circuit in a recent ruling, the FCC has set itself up as a stronger regulatory force than in the past. Furthermore, as discussed by AT&T in its brief on the case, the FCC has recently re-classified ISPs to be common carriers, bringing AT&T under its
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Section 202 jurisdiction. However, many observers remain skeptical of the FCC’s regulatory potency and its proposed policy’s effect on internet privacy.

One major critique of the FCC’s new proposed regulations is its failure to address the sensitivity of information gathered. The FCC’s newly adopted rules set out specific procedures based on the entity using the personal information gathered by the ISP. However, these rules do not address the sensitivity of the information gathered, instead relying on boilerplate “opt-in” agreements regardless of the situation. These critics assert that consumers will blithely opt into such usages as part of user agreements routinely clicked through by end-users today, potentially releasing highly sensitive data.

The court in FTC v. AT&T implies that the FCC would be able to fill the massive gap in regulation made by its ruling; however, this is not the case. The language of the Telecommunications Act, which governs the FCC, allows the FCC to regulate telecommunication companies only insofar that they receive information “by virtue of its provision of a telecommunications service.”

Given the panel’s demonstrated insistence on statutory language, it is unlikely it would expand the Act’s language to allow “telecommunications service” to include mobile data usage, and so the regulatory gap would remain without any additional action taken by Congress.

B. Congress

If the Ninth Circuit’s en banc ruling agrees with the panel’s doggedly demonstrated deference to the legislature in interpreting Section 5, however, it might become necessary to legislate around this loophole.

As demonstrated in FTC v. AT&T, while the FTC’s Section 5 common carrier exception has good policy effects in the wider schema of the FTC’s regulation of interstate trade, it is particularly harmful to the FTC’s more specific task of privacy regulation. Indeed, even FTC chairwoman Edith Ramirez has urged congress to repeal the common carrier exception in its entirety to better protect consumers. Such a move has garnered support from both the FTC and
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the FCC, and as such, a repeal would allow for better inter-agency cooperation in service of consumer protection.144 Legislation to repeal the common carrier exception, introduced by Congressman Jerry McNerney, was referred to committee in May 2016145 and has the support of the FTC.146

Such legislation would be consistent with the recent trend of increasing, rather than decreasing, federal oversight of internet based companies. As the internet has become a more dominant force in the world, Congress has legislated to control it and protect citizens.147 By adopting net neutrality rules, the FCC has signaled its commitment to regulation of ISPs.148 Legislation formally repealing the common carrier exception would simply be the next logical step in internet regulation.

VI. CONCLUSION

Life in the twenty-first century is, almost by definition, shaped by the internet and rapidly advancing technology. With this characteristic comes dizzying advancements in the fields of science, medicine, commerce, and virtually any other industry in our lives. However, as Eric Schmidt, Google CEO has said, it is important to remember that the internet is “the first thing that humanity has built that humanity doesn’t understand.”149 This uncertainty must be treated with caution and healthy skepticism, lest we allow it to become a tool of greed and oppression.

When the Ninth Circuit panel heard AT&T Mobility’s appeal in its case against the FTC, it was not hearing a simple case of statutory interpretation. It was hearing a case charged with much wider, generation-defining issues at play. The panel failed to address privacy concerns. The panel failed to address corporate manipulation concerns. The panel failed to address the outdated and
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outclassed language of a statute written over 100 years ago, clinging to that language in the face of a period of the most rapid promulgation of technology known to the human race. Because the Ninth Circuit panel that heard AT&T’s appeal addressed none of these issues, the Ninth Circuit hearing the case en banc must address these issues. If these issues are addressed, there is only one conclusion: the Ninth Circuit must affirm the district court’s ruling, invalidate the panel’s decision, and ensure that individual American citizens are not used and abused by those lurking behind black mirrors.
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